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Executive summary

In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, and while organizations are focusing on building resilience within their business strategies and operations, one of the
key areas that they are still struggling is with Compliance Risk Management.
Shifting regulations, increased enforcement and adoption of new technologies are changing the landscape of business and associated risks, therefore
representing a challenge for organizations to build and maintain compliance regimes that keep up with a rapidly evolving regulatory environment, in their
markets and beyond.
The implications of such changes are expected to continue in affecting the policies related to domestic and regional supply chain, employment and human
capital policies, data and cyber security, environment sustainability, tax, financial planning and reporting, etc.
The survey sheds light on practices and mechanisms that represent the full cycle of Compliance Risk Management, and provides insights on how such
practices are being addressed by participating organizations. Topics covered include:
• Compliance framework and culture
• Compliance governance
• Compliance process and policy
• Digital enablement and training
The survey was conducted in the MENA region, and analyzes the approach and enablers used by sectors and organizations within the market to manage,
monitor and report on compliance risks.

Approach to the compliance risk survey
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63% of organizations consider compliance as part of their top five challenges.
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Executive summary

The survey result suggests strengthening governance and compliance culture remains a key challenge in managing compliance risks within the business.
Organizations could still make substantial progress in their compliance journey, through shifting their capabilities toward a more adaptive, integrated and
digitally supportive compliance function.
The key areas of improvement that have been identified include the need to move away from a fragmented approach to a holistic compliance management
which offers a real-time view of risks and controls, and provides that compliance becomes an integral part of business strategy and processes, rather than
an obstacle to their effective achievement.

Survey conclusion

01

Compliance function of the future needs to be:

Integrated

Formalized compliance risk
management framework
which is fully integrated
within the organization

Adaptive

Build an adaptive compliance
function for the changing
needs of the business with
multi-skilled compliance
resources and dedicated
compliance function

Advisor

Compliance function to act
as an advisor to the business
through enabling informed
decision-making

Predictive

Proactively identify and
mitigate emerging
compliance risks

Digitally enabled

Leverage technology enabled
options for compliance
management activities
including continuous
monitoring, assessments and
reporting
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Executive summary

Participation

01

Market participants

26% of responses were
received from government
and public sector

13% of responses were
received from energy sector

22% of responses were
received from financial sector

39% of responses
received from all other sectors

Respondents’ presence in the MENA region

17%
Others

18%
UAE

65%
KSA

4%
4%

4%

35%
52%

Company Secretary

Chief Financial Officer

General Counsel or Chief Legal Officer

Chief Risk Officer

Chief Compliance Officer

Respondent job title
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Key insights02

• Formal and integrated compliance risk management program — 52% of respondents rated
their compliance risk management program maturity as “basic” or “developing”

• Engagement of the board of directors in compliance oversight — only 30% respondents state
that compliance risk management is a recurring agenda item on the board meetings

• Compliance function as business enabler and trusted advisor within the organization — only
43% of the respondents view the function as business enabler and collaborate to the
organization success

• Compliance governance framework — 78% of respondents indicated that the key challenges
in compliance risk management are related to strengthening governance and compliance
culture, policy management and automating compliance monitoring

• Defined compliance ownership within the first line of defence — only 46% of respondents
have indicated that respective business functions take ownership of compliance

• Growing need for diversity of skills in the compliance function, including data analytics and
domain expertise to adapt to changing needs — 43% of respondents have indicated that
primary skill of resources in the compliance function across organizations is legal or
regulatory knowledge

A key priority for organizations is to drive a
Compliance Function that is supported by a
robust framework which:
• Sets the tone at the top to position the

function as a strategic partner to the
business

• Operates based on a comprehensive
compliance risk management program

Compliance framework and culture

Organizations need to develop an agile and
efficient compliance framework that addresses
governance challenges and is equipped with
the required skills and latest technologies, to
adequately manage the various phases of the
compliance lifecycle.

Compliance governance
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Key insights02

• Investment in creating and maintaining a centralized inventory of regulatory obligations —
65% of the organizations do not have a centralized repository of applicable regulatory
obligations with 39% stating that no formal tracking of regulatory obligations is in place

• Evaluation and improvement of regulatory change management process to capture updates
in applicable laws, rules and regulations — only 48% of organizations stated that they have
the mechanism to identify emerging compliance risks

• Most common metrics used to evaluate effectiveness of the compliance practices are
internally focused, with minimal input from third party assessments (such as regulatory
audits)

• Investment in the digitization of the compliance risk management process (horizon
scanning, monitoring and reporting, and compliance health assessment) — 57% of the
organizations do not use technology services to support compliance management, or use it
partially (e.g., for compliance assessment and monitoring)

Compliance should be managed based on
identifying and prioritizing applicable
regulations and associated obligations. This
could be achieved through clearly defined risk
appetite and strategies toward managing
compliance risks and through establishing the
right policy, processes and responsibilities.

Compliance process and policy

Digital systems can be further adopted for
streamlined and automated management of
compliance obligations, including horizon
scanning, compliance risk assessment,
monitoring and reporting.

Digital enablement
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Next steps03

We would be pleased to support you in critically assessing your compliance activities considering the rising risk and importance of
managing compliance obligations. Our approach is centred around identifying the areas of focus, followed by developing a
tailormade compliance solution to your business. Our methods are derived from global best practices and leverage an extensive
experience in the field, with a wide community of legal and compliance experts.

Our approach

1Gain an overview

In an initial discussion, we narrow
down the discussion and jointly
define key compliance areas based
on your individual conditions and
needs.

2Prepare workshop

Based on the information provided
by you, we will prepare the
workshop including a clearly
communicated agenda.

3Perform analysis

In a workshop we discuss,
categorize and prioritize the
compliance actions points based
on the initial overview and current
circumstances.

4Recommend actions

In collaboration with you, we
transfer the prioritized tasks into
an actionable roadmap, in which
responsibilities and priorities can
be defined.

Risk reduction

Automate
compliance risk

monitoring

Establish
regulatory
compliance
framework

Regulatory horizon
scanning and

customized updates

Review and revamp
compliance
governance

Analytics enabled
compliance health

assessments

Upside enablementDownside management

Compliance policy
and process

advisory

Compliance led
transformation
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Next steps (contd)03

To help you prepare for our discussion and the overall compliance risk journey, we have herein included quick health check points
for your consideration.

Check your pulse

Elements Basic Intermediate Leading

Framework

• Lacks defined framework for compliance
identification

• Relies on third party consultants or freely available
sources

• Defined compliance framework but adequacy, updates and
coverage of compliance landscape is questionable

• Well defined framework developed with help of internal or
external legal counsel or subject matter experts with on-
going support for compliance changes

Culture
• No defined compliance culture
• Focus on avoiding critical non-compliances only

Reactive in nature

• Well defined compliance culture at the top but awareness
and maturity at the ground level is yet to take off

• Zero tolerance attitude towards non-compliance and tone at
the top consistent with the ground level compliance practices

Governance
• No formal compliance organization
• Driven by either the finance function or business

teams

• Clearly identified roles and responsibilities in certain
sectors only

• Compliance reporting and accountability across owners is
still unclear

• Well defined responsibilities and authority for compliance
monitoring and assessment

• Empowered central function for ensuring compliance

Process
• Ad hoc approach to compliances with no mapping

between compliance requirements and other
dependent activities

• Good mapping between process and systems with
compliance requirements but not consistent across the
organization

• Business processes, systems and technology are aligned to
compliance requirements and established compliance
assessment and monitoring process

Policy • Basic policies in place with no sensitization with the
local compliance requirements

• Policies in line with compliance requirements, however,
review of these policies, post compliance updates is not
done on a regular basis

• Well defined business policies aligned to the compliance
requirements

• Defined policies, processes and trained owners for critical
compliances who actively update policies with changes in the
compliance requirements

Technology • Work primarily on excel sheets and at best annual
reporting for the reference of the senior management

• Compliance tool in place but either not used effectively on
the ground or no support on the updates, assessment and
limited reporting

• Technology support for compliance process for ensuring real
time update and monitoring of compliance level by business
process and at an organization level
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Detailed survey analysis
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Need to build a strong and well defined compliance function with a formalized
compliance risk management program

• For 22% of the respondents, compliance function does not exist, while for 52%, the function only focuses on complying with
regulatory guidelines

• Lack of formalized and integrated compliance risk management program with 52% of the respondents rating their compliance risk
management program maturity as “developing” or “basic”

Compliance is viewed as a mandatory function within the organization
based on regulatory enforcement

Maturity level of the organization's compliance risk management
program

17%

35%

17%

26%

4%
The compliance function has been established based on internal decision to
have a comprehensive governance framework, with a drive to grow its role
and maturity within the organization

The compliance function has been established with the objective of
complying with regulatory guidelines, however, there is focus on investing in
it to become a mature function that can add value to the organization

The compliance function has been established with the objective of
complying with regulatory guidelines, with minimal investment in driving it
to be a mature function

The compliance function does not exist

Leading: compliance program is fully integrated within the organization with
compliance practices embedded and sustained into ongoing business and
management processes supported by on-going improvement and monitoring

Advanced: formal processes are in place for compliance management with
a central function proactively monitoring the same

Evolved: formal processes are in place for compliance management with a
central function monitoring the same but they are reactive in nature

Developing: some formal processes are in place for compliance
management but they are siloed and inconsistent

Basic: no formal processes in place for compliance management0%

22%

26%

26%

26%
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Enhance compliance culture with a strong tone at the top

• Board of directors involvement in compliance oversight is weak with only 30% of the respondents stating that compliance risk
management is a recurring agenda on the board meetings

• Compliance function needs to work toward being a business enabler and trusted partner within the organization — only 43% of the
respondents view the compliance function as a business enabler and trusted partner in facilitating organizational success

Frequency of compliance status reporting to management/board/audit
committee

Board of Directors involvement in the oversight of the compliance
activities

Compliance risk management is a recurring agenda item on the board
meetings for proactive management. The corporate delegation of
authorities includes approval requirements and escalation procedures to the
board for certain thresholds of regulatory and other compliance exposure

Compliance risk management is discussed in board meetings occasionally,
and certain related approval matters are raised to the board as required

Compliance is an ad hoc topic, and reactively raised with the board for
information or action approval, as and when related incidents occur

Compliance is not discussed at board level. In rare occasions compliance
matters where randomly raised, but not as planned agenda items

Compliance is not discussed at board level 9%

9%

26%

26%

30%13%

52%

13%
0%

22%

Monthly or less Quarterly Half Yearly Yearly None

Compliance function is viewed as a business enabler and trusted
partner in facilitating organizational success

30%
13%

30% 26%

0%

Strongly Agree Agree Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree



Compliance governance
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Strengthen compliance responsibility and compliance risk ownership in the first line
of defence

• Possible lack of authority and involvement of the compliance function in strategic decision making with only 35% of the respondents
indicating that they have an independent compliance function with direct reporting to management or board of directors

• Need to strengthen compliance ownership in the first line of defence as only 46% respondents have indicated that respective
business functions take ownership of compliance

43% compliance function is a part of the Overall Risk
Function which reports to management or board of
directors

35% separate compliance function reporting to
management or board of directors

22% compliance function is a part of the overall legal
function which reports to management or board of
directors

Compliance function reporting structure in your organization Compliance management structure

Individual compliance obligation owners have been identified across
respective business functions or departments

Respective business functions or departments take ownership &
responsibility of compliance management & reporting

Compliance function has a clearly defined framework that is based on
recognized standards and guidelines, and a risk based approach

Compliance function has a clearly defined role, scope of coverage and focus
areas (e.g., covers the organization fully or partially, and addresses
regulatory compliance, internal policies compliance, ethical compliance,
etc.)

30%

35%

22%

22%

30%

22%

26%

35%

13%

22%

30%

9%

22%

17%

17%

30%

4%

4%

4%

4%

0% 50% 100%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
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Need for right skills and resources to build a compliance function of the future

• Compliance functions have limited resources to carry out their objectives with 74% of the organizations having less than five people
in their compliance functions. They are further limited with lack of diverse skill sets in the function.

• With the ever evolving regulatory landscape, organizations are estimating their investment in compliance risk management activities
would increase going forward.

Compliance function headcount in the organization Primary skill of resources in the compliance function

External resources/third parties level of use to support compliance function
activities

Estimate the change in financial investment for compliance risk management
activities in the upcoming 12 months for your organization

43% legal or regulatory knowledge

39% assessment, audit and analytics skills

17% compliance, domain or technical expertise

35%

26%

22%

13%
4% Increase by more than 5% to 25%

Increase by less than 5%

No change

Increase by more than 25%

Decrease by 5% to 25%13%

17%

22%

22%

35%

39%

Compliance/Regulatory Investigations

Compliance Monitoring Tools

Compliance Audits/Assessments

Horizon Scanning & building compliance repository

None

Policy & Process Design

74%

13%

4%
9%Less than 5

5-10

 11-15

>15
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Key challenges in compliance management

• Organizations need to develop an agile and efficient compliance framework equipped with the latest technologies and enhanced
governance frameworks to address the challenges in compliance risk management as identified in the survey

• Key regulatory focus areas for organizations include data privacy and cyber regulations, employment and labor, and third party
compliances

Challenges in managing compliance risks Major compliance risk management themes

22%

30%

39%

39%

43%

52%

91%

Money Laundering & Sanctions

Environment and Health & Safety

Anti bribery/Anti Corruption

Other - please specify

Third party/vendor related compliances

Employment and Labour related

Data privacy & Cyber Regulations

*Other comments (1) Operational Risk/Business Continuity Resilience/Strategic Risk and Workforce Risk.
(2) CMA Bylaws/Boursa Kuwait Rulebook, (3) Cash liquidity management, (4) Local regulations, (5)
Monitoring, Reporting, Transparency, (6) Troy Pei

26%

35%

43%

57%

61%

78%
Strengthening governance and compliance
culture

Policy or procedure management and monitoring
compliance with policies

Automating processes to manage and monitor
compliances

Enhancing accountability and compliance responsibilities
across business functions or departments

Managing rapidly changing regulatory environment

Reforming compliance reporting & quality of data to
provide an integrated view for the organization



Compliance process
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Getting the fundamentals right to address compliance risks

• Organizations need to get fundamental rights and ensure they are aware of all compliance obligations applicable. Around 65% of the
respondents indicate that organizations do not possess a centralized inventory of regulatory obligations which are monitored and
updated on a regular basis

• Organization need to improve regulatory change management process to capture upcoming changes in applicable laws, rules and
regulations with only 48% organizations stating that they have processes to identify emerging compliance risks

Maintaining inventory of all applicable regulatory obligations across
geographies and services Compliance obligations assessment

Leading: a centralized inventory of applicable regulations is in place, and
subject to on-going monitoring of emerging changes in content and risk
profiling

Advanced: a centralized inventory of applicable regulations is in place, and
subject to on-going monitoring of emerging changes in content and risk
profiling

Evolved: a centralized inventory of applicable regulations is in place, but
captures the obligations at a high level

Developing: an inventory of regulatory obligations is maintained on a
decentralized basis by the compliance business owners

Basic — No formal tracking of regulatory obligations is in place 39%

26%

13%

22%

0%

Effective processes are in place to alert the
management about events of non-compliance, and
to investigate and respond to such events

The organization has a defined periodic assessment
& monitoring process to provide reasonable
assurance on compliance with applicable laws, rules
and regulations

The organization has a defined process in place to
identify and address emerging compliance
obligations related to changes in applicable laws,
rules and regulations

9%

22%

13%

39%

35%

39%

30%

22%

35%

17%

17%

9%

4%

4%

4%

0% 50% 100%

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neither Agree nor Disagree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
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Measuring compliance effectiveness through right metrics

• Most common metrics used to evaluate effectiveness of compliance program are internally focussed — compliance audits performed
internally, whistle-blower hotline analysis and self assessment. Metrics that capture external information, other than regulator
action, such as third-party audits need to catch up.

The organization monitors and responds to regulatory reporting requirements and timelines as set by the relevant regulators

17%

13%

13%48%

9% No monitoring

Yes - but we consistently miss a number of reporting requirements and deadlines

Yes - but sometimes we miss reporting requirements and deadlines

Yes - we have a structured schedule, reporting program, and requirements identified and internally formalized for timely submission

Yes - we have a structured and automated schedule, reporting program, and requirements identified and internally formalized for timely submission

Processes, methods or metrics used to evaluate effectiveness of compliance program

13% 26% 30% 43% 57% 57%
78%

Feedback from
employee

compliance surveys

Compliance training
evaluations

Number of issues in
compliance audits
performed by third

parties

Compliance
self-assessment score

Action taken by
regulators including

fines or penalities levied

Whistleblower
hotline analysis

Number of issues in
compliance audits

performed internally
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Digitization of compliance function to enhance compliance management

• Organizations need to invest in digitization and automation of compliance risk management activities (horizon scanning, monitoring
and reporting, compliance health assessment) — 57% organizations use no technology services to support compliance management

• Organizations that use technology services leverage it mostly for assessment and monitoring, and compliance trainings

Technology services currently used to support compliance management activities in your organization

Compliance management areas where any technology support (a desktop or cloud application, information aggregator service provider) is being used
in your organization program

9% 17% 17% 26%

57%

Online regulatory subscriptions In house or bespoke compliance
management solution

External compliance management
solution

GRC technology solution No technology solutions or services

13% 17% 26% 30% 30% 35% 48%

Horizon scanning Third party compliance
risk program
management

cases or issues
management related to

compliances

None Policy lifecycle
management

Compliance trainings Compliance risk
assessment and

monitoring
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Compliance training programs

• 52% of the respondents state that their compliance program focused on workplace safety, environmental safety and anti bribery or
anti corruption in the last 12 months

In terms of subject matter, what training programs in the last 12 months has your compliance program focused on?

13%
17% 17%

22%

48%
52% 52% 52%

Other Employment Harassment Social media Data privacy Workplace safety Environmental safety Anti bribery or anti
corruption
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Key contacts

Dhruv Joshi
Senior Manager, Member of EYG Compliance Centre of Excellence (India)

Ernst & Young LLP, India

dhruv1.joshi@in.ey.com

Ahmed Taher
MENA Risk Field of Play Leader

Ernst & Young for Systems and Programming WLL (KSA Branch)

ahmed.taher@sa.ey.com

Ahmad Ahmad
MENA Business Consulting Leader

Ernst & Young for Systems and Programming WLL (KSA Branch)

ahmad.ahmad@sa.ey.com

Fady Nader
MENA GPS Risk Leader

EY Consulting LLC, Dubai

fady.nader@ae.ey.com

Robert Abboud
MENA Consulting Market Segment Leader, Financial Services

Ernst & Young (Qatar Branch)

robert.abboud@qa.ey.com

Nirali Goradia
EYG Compliance Centre of Excellence Leader (India)

Ernst & Young LLP, India

nirali.goradia@in.ey.com

Mohamad Abdou
Director, MENA Business Consulting

Ernst Young Consultancy WLL, Kuwait

mohamad.abdou@kw.ey.com
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EY |  Building a better working world

EY exists to build a better working world, helping to create
long-term value for clients, people and society and build trust
in the capital markets.

Enabled by data and technology, diverse EY teams in over
150 countries provide trust through assurance and help
clients grow, transform and operate.

Working across assurance, consulting, law, strategy, tax and
transactions, EY teams ask better questions to find new
answers for the complex issues facing our world today.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the member firms of
Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global
Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, does not provide services to clients.
Information about how EY collects and uses personal data and a description of the rights
individuals have under data protection legislation are available via ey.com/privacy. EY
member firms do not practice law where prohibited by local laws. For more information
about our organization, please visit ey.com.

The MENA practice of EY has been operating in the region since 1923. For over 97 years,
we have grown to over 7,500 people united across 21 offices and 16 countries, sharing the
same values and an unwavering commitment to quality. As an organization, we continue to
develop outstanding leaders who deliver exceptional services to our clients and who
contribute to our communities. We are proud of our accomplishments over the years,
reaffirming our position as the largest and most established professional services
organization in the region.

© 2021 EYGM Limited.
All Rights Reserved.

EYG no. 003911-21Gbl

ED None

This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not intended to be relied
upon as accounting, tax, legal or other professional advice. Please refer to your advisors for specific
advice.

ey.com


